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OpenCV By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Enhance your understanding of Computer Vision and image processing by developing real-world projects in OpenCV 3


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the basics of Computer Vision and image processing
	
		This is a step-by-step guide to developing several real-world Computer Vision projects...
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AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2006

	Welcome to AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute Beginner. Apple-Script Studio is a collection of tools that work together to create a powerful application development environment that supports the development of native Mac OS X applications. AppleScript Studio supports the creation of graphical desktop applications using the...
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Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Organizations find that it's the business process that constitutes the heart of an enterprise

	and is a differentiating factor. They've found that it's the processes that make or break an

	enterprise. Operational efficiency is a differentiating factor, and research shows that it's the

	processes that provide operational...
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Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g: A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012

	The May 26, 2011 edition of the Economist magazine cites a report by the the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) about data becoming a factor of production, such as physical or human capital. Across the industry, enterprises are investing significant resources in harnessing value from vast amounts of data to innovate, compete, and reduce...
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Documentum Content Management Foundations: EMC Proven Professional Certification Exam E20-120 Study GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
This is a complete study guide including study material and practice questions to prepare for the EMC Proven Professional certification Exam E20-120. It can also serve Documentum beginners and practitioners as a handy guide and quick reference to the technical fundamentals that is fully up to date for Documentum 5.3. Beginners are introduced to...
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Microsoft Office 365: Connect and Collaborate Virtually Anywhere, AnytimeMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Train. Coffee shop. Soccer field. Now you can connect, collaborate, and get things done—virtually anywhere—using Microsoft Office 365. Guided by business productivity expert Katherine Murray, you’ll get a running start with Office 365 cloud-based business services. And you’ll take wing as you learn best...
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Unity 2D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	2D games aren't just fun to play, with this book they're a blast to develop. That's because the guide takes you through every step of creating a fully featured platform game using Unity 4.3, easily and imaginatively.


	Overview

	
		Build a 2D game using the native 2D development support in Unity...
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Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		We love Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, and we hope that by the time you finish reading this book, you will love Microsoft Dynamics CRM, too. We understand that you might be skeptical about the possibility of falling for a piece of software, but we want you to know right up front that our goal is to show you all of the wonderful and...
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BlackBerry for Work: Productivity for ProfessionalsApress, 2010

	The BlackBerry is cool, and the BlackBerry is fun, but the BlackBerry also means serious business. For those of you who bought your BlackBerry to help get your life organized and free yourself from the ball-and-chain of desktop computing, BlackBerry at Work: Productivity for Professionals is the book to show you how. There are plenty...
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Unity Multiplayer GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your gaming development skills into the online multiplayer arena by harnessing the power of Unity 4 or 3. This is not a dry tutorial - it uses exciting examples and an enthusiastic approach to bring it all to life.


	Overview

	
		Create a variety of multiplayer games and apps in the Unity 4 game engine,...
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The ActionScript 3.0 Quick Reference Guide: For Developers and Designers Using Flash: For Developers and Designers Using Flash CS4 Professional (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Developer Library, 2008

	
		"No matter what your background, the pages that follow will provide you with some excellent knowledge, insight, and even a little bit of wisdom in the realm of Flash and ActionScript. Happy learning!"-- Branden Hall, from the Foreword

		

		Written by Flash insiders with extensive knowledge of the technology,...
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Jira 8 Administration Cookbook: Over 90 recipes to administer, customize, and extend Jira Core and Jira Service Desk, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build customized solutions that fulfil your business requirements using the latest features of Jira 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to customize Jira applications to suit your organizational requirements
	
			Extend Jira's capabilities for custom integrations with other products...
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